Flexible Dust Pad

Amesbury Flexible Dust Pad has a new proprietary backing which allows conformance to uneven or slightly curved surfaces for greater adhesion without sacrificing performance.

Features:

- Flexible backing.
- Available with or without fin.
- Several adhesive options: hot melt, pressure sensitive tape, foam.
- Available in multiple pile heights, backing widths and colors.
- Product offered reeled, chopped, kiss cut or special die cut.
- Excellent Customer Service to help with your unique requirements.

Benefits:

- Allows greater adhesion to irregular surfaces without curling.
- Various Options available, depending on your own unique application
- Shapes and sizes customized to meet your needs.
- Customization for your exact requirements.
Soft-Back Dust Pad

With a water-based coating, this allows the most flexible option for severe curves or severely uneven surfaces without sacrificing performance.

**Features:**

- Very flexible, able to make 90 degree turns.
- Available with or without a fin.
- Available in multiple pile heights, backing widths and colors.
- Available with or without hot melt, pressure sensitive and foam tapes.
- Product offered reeled, chopped, kiss cut, or special die cut.
- Excellent Customer Service to help with your unique requirements.

**Benefits:**

- Being the most flexible of dust pad material, it allows adhesion to the most extreme curved surfaces without curling.
- Many options for severely irregular surfaces.
- Customized to your specific application.